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An algebraic theory of graph factorization is introduced. For a factor h, a graph G(h) is 
constructod whose structure contains information about h-factorability. The l-factorable and 
cycle factorable graphs over Z2 are characterized, and properties of the corresponding graph 
G(h) are obtained. 
1. Algebraic tactorlzation 
A graph G is usually defined to be the sum of factors {G~} if it is their !ine 
disjoint union. An algebraic version of graph factorization can be formulatcd as 
follows. Let Kp he the complete graph on p points and E(Kp) the set of directed 
lines of K o. Let R be a ring and S(Kp) the module of 1-chains Y. a~x~ where a ie  R, 
.,q ~ E(Kp) and (v, v') = - (v ' ,  v) for all (v, v') ~ E(Ko). For 1-chains we say that g is 
the sum of factors {g,} if g = Y~ g~. A permutation of the points of K~, naturally 
induces a permutation of the elements of S(Kp). Two 1-chains are considered 
isomorphic if there is such a permutation taking one to the other. Any 1-chain 
isomorphic to a given 1-chain h is called an h-factor. Any element of a submodule 
M ~ S(K~) is said to be M-factorable. In particule.r, an element in the submodule 
generated by the set of h-factors is said to be h-,~actorable. Thus a 1-chain g is 
h-factorable if and only if g is the sum of h-factors. 
For a submodule M__q S(Kp), two l -chains are M-equivalent if they differ by an 
M-:actor.  More precisely, g and g' are called M-equivalent if there exists 
1-chains g and g', isomorphic to g and g' respectively, such that g -g '  is 
M-factorable. For a 1-chein h, h-equivalence is defined similarly. The submodule 
M of h-factorable l -chains is one of the h-equivalence classes. In general, each 
h-equivalence class is the a , ;on of elements of S(Kp)/M. Denote the set of 
h-equivalence classes by S(p, h). Define the structure graph G(p, h) as follows. 
The points of G(p, h) are the 1-chains of S(K o) up to isomorphism, and two 
points are adjacent if and only if they differ by a single h-factor. Properties of 
h-factorization are reflected in the structure of G(p, h). The set of connected 
components of G(p, h) corresponds to S(p, h). If the diameter of the component 
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of G(p, h) containing the null graph is d, then any h-factorable ]-chain is the sum 
of at most d h-factors. 
When R is the ring 7/2 of integers modulo 2, a 1-chain Y. a~x~ can be identified 
with a subgraph of Kp, namely the subgraph consisting of the lines x~ for which 
a~ ¢: 0. In this case we may speak of subgraphs as being h-factors or h-factorable 
over 7/2. In general we say that a subgraph G of K n, is h-[actorable ot~r R if there 
is an h-factorabk' l-chain ~ a~.,q with a~ ¢: 0 if and only if x~ is a line of G. 
Example 1. Let R :: 7/2 and h a single line. Then each line of Kp is an h-factor 
and all subgraphs of Ko are h-factorable. Hence G(p, h) has only one component. 
Two points of G(p, h) are adjacent if the corresponding subgraphs differ by 
exactly one line. At the other extreme consider h = K~. Only the null graph and 
Kp are K~,-factorable over Ze. Each connected component of G(p, Ko) is a K,-, 
corresponding to a subgraph of Kp and its comple~aent. 
The factors most often discussed in the classical s,.'tting are n-factor.~;. As usual 
call a regular spanning subgraph f., of degree n, an n-factor. The terms .f,- 
factorable and n-factorable will be used interchangably. 
lg~nmple 2. When p = 4, the four 1-factorable graphs over Z2 are sho~-¢n i  Fig. 1. 
The three additional equivalence classes in S(4,/t) z~nd the structure graph 
G(4. It) are also shown. 
Example 3. Consider the directed cycle c3 of length 3. It can be shown that a 
cuJgic graph G is c3-factorable over 7/3 if and only if G is bipartite. ,:k :ubic graph 
is c.~-factorable over 7/4 if and only if G has a proper three coloring ~ f the lines. It 
is easy to show that a graph with a bridge is not :--factorable over ~,, for any 
n >~2. The Petersen graph is the smallest bridgeless cubic graph that is not 
c~-factorable over 7/4. To characterize c3-factorable ~;raphs over 2r 3 and .~4 appears 
difficult [2]. It is also unknown whether every bridgeless grap[t has a c3- 
factorizaton over [5. 
It_: 
S(4 , f  I ) 
Fig. I. Structure of I-factorability in /(4 over Z 2. 
G(4 , f  I ) 
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2. Factorization over ~'2 
In this section factorization is considered over the r::ng ~'2. We stz'~:, withoui 
proof, only results concerning 1-factorable and cycle factorable ~:aphs. For a 
fixed 2 < m <~ p, c~ denotes a cycle of 1,;agth m and p~ a path c,~ length m. The 
null graph is written ~ and rg is the union of r copies of the gr~.ph g. The symbol 
t.J denotes disjoint union. Also f denotes a 1-factor. 
Theorem 1. A subgraph g of K2n with q lines is 1-factorable if and ol,~ly if either 
(1) deg(v) is even for all points v of g and q is even or (2) de~,(v) is odd for a l tv and 
q + n is even. 
Theorem 2. The graph G(2n, [ )  has 2[~n]+2 connected components, and rep.. 
resentatives of the classes of S(2n, f)  are q), K3, Pl, 2pt . . . . .  [½n]p;, P2, p~ U pt, p2U 
2pt . . . . .  p2 U([½n]- 1)pi. 
Analogous theorems hold for factorabi~ity with respect to cycles. 
Theorem 3. A subgraph g of K o with q lines is c,,-/hctorable over 7/2 if and only if 
either (1) m is odd and deg(t:) is even for all v or (2) m and q are even and deg(v) 
is even for all v. 
Theorem 4. The graph G(p, cm) has [½p]+ 1 connected components if m is odd and 
2[½p] +2 connected components if m is even. For m odd, representalives of the 
classes of S(p,c,,) are ~,K3, pt,2pt . . . . .  [lp]pt; for m even, representatives of 
S(p, C,,) are ¢, K3, Pt, 2pt . . . . .  [~P]P~, P::, P2 LI p~ . . . . .  P2 Ll[~(p- 3)]p, and also 
K~.3U(½p-2)pt when p is even. 
In [1] K2,, is expressed as a sum of (2n - 1) l-factors. It is likely that this result 
call be generalized. 
Conjecture 1. Any l-factorable subgraph of Kz,~ over 2~2 i-~ the ,;urn of at most 
(2n-  1) l-factors. 
This conjecture follows from the stronger statement: 
Conjecture 2. Let f be a 1-factor of K2,,. Over ;7 2 the diameter of each connected 
component of G(2n, f) is at most 2n-1 .  
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